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Scope of Lecture

CYBERSPACE
Coined by William Gibson 

inn 1982 to denote a 

widespread, 

interconnected digital 

technology.

CYBER LAW
Laws for the cyberspace. It 

includes traditional laws 

that apply for cyberspace 

activities AND new sets of 

laws necessary for 

unregulated matters.

LAW
Set of binding rules that 

regulates individuals and 

society.

SHARIAH
Literally the “way” or “way 

of life”. It reflects the code 

of life for all Muslims.

Any set of state-enforced rules that apply 

to a variety of activities or associations of 

humans/citizens to the Internet.

It has also expand to any laws that 

regulate the use and exploitation of digital 

technologies that are associated with the 

data processing.

Divine-based rules in Islam, based on the 

Qur’an, the Sunnah and the juristically 

accepted sources.

Aims to translate the will of Allah, and to 

preserve its prescribed goals (“maqasid”).

A.k.a. “the Internet”. Developed first as a 

project of network of computers in the US 

military, then expanded to inter-

governmental, academic and business 

networks.

The modern Internet or Web 2.0 today is 

marked by the standardized protocols 

(www), language, mobility, as well as the 

User Generated Content (UGC)..

A social instrument that binds all the citizens 

in their conduct of affairs. Depending on the 

social and political setting, such rules are 

enforceable by the state. 

Distinguished from other types of social rules 

e.g. social, religious and ethical norms.
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The Cyberspace Ecosystem

EMPOWERED BY:

1. Technology: Architecture, 

Software, Hardware

2. Process: Data processing, Data 

analytics, Machine learning

3. People
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CONVERGING TECH:

1. Computing/data processing

2. Media & broadcast

3. Multimedia, audio-visual, Virtual Reality

4. Camera and Sensor

5. Storage: Cloud

6. Gaming

7. Blockchain

8. Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, 

Robotic, etc.

GROWING USAGE:

1. Military 

2. Government

3. Education & scientific

4. Libraries

5. Businesses 

6. Journalism

7. Social networks

8. Personal
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Digital Environment Risks

Social 
media

Transparency
Reputation 

risk

Digitised
documents

Perpetuity
Online theft 

risk

Cloud Efficiency
Disclosure 

risk

BYOD Productivity
Data breach 

risk

Online 
meeting

Efficiency
Security 
threats

INTENDED 

EFFECT

UNINTENDED 

EFFECT
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The more we use the contemporary digital 

network, the less economic value it is 

bringing to us!

Rather than generating more jobs, this digital 

disruption causes structural unemployment 

crisis. 

Rather than creating more competition, it 

has created immensely powerful new 

monopolists like Google and Amazon.

Rather than creating transparency and 

openness, the Internet is creating a 

panopticon of information-gathering and 

surveillance services in which people are 

packaged as an all-too-transparent product.

Andrew Keen (2015): “The Internet is Not 

the Answer”
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Data Breach Incidents – in the past two years*

https://nasional.kompas.com/read/2021/09/03/18445501/deretan-kasus-kebocoran-data-pribadi-dalam-dua-tahun-terakhir
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Fintech Lending Data Anarchy
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• No authority or sovereignty over the global cyberspace?

• The real-space law has no place, no power, and no enforcement

• It is governed by people where the Internet originated

• A non-physical world, thus not subject to real-life laws

• The problems in real world does not extend to cyberspace

• The only law: golden rule, a rule of ethics.

• Property law does not apply, as mind creation can be freely 
reproduced

“Governments of the Industrial World, you weary 

giants of flesh and steel, I come from Cyberspace, the 

new home of Mind. On behalf of the future, I ask you 

of the past to leave us alone. You are not welcome 

among us. You have no sovereignty where we 

gather.”

- John Perry Barlow, The Independence of 

Cyberspace (1996) -

The Declaration of the 

Independence of Cyberspace
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Many believe that cyberspace simply cannot be 

regulated. Behavior in cyberspace, this meme 

insists, is beyond government’s reach. The 

anonymity and multi-jurisdictionality of cyberspace 

makes control by government in cyberspace 

impossible. The nature of the space makes 

behavior there unregulable. 

This belief about cyberspace is wrong.

It is based on two wrong assumptions: that the 

nature of cyberspace is fixed, cannot be changed —

or that government cannot take steps to change this 

architecture. 

Lawrence Lessig, Lawrence Lessig. (1999). 

“The Law of the Horse: What Cyberlaw might 

Teach.”(1999) 113 Harvard Law Review 501. 

The Response
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The Illusion of Lawlessness?

Freedom of Expression
Ross Ulbricht and the Road Silk 

(2015) launched a commercial 

portal for illicit materials in the dark 

web, arguing for freedom of 

expression

Predatory Behaviour
Takahiro Shiraishi (2020) made his 

Twitter account to provide help for 

those who want to commit suicide.

False Sense of Anonymity
Kevin Mitnick (1995) on hacking 

spree believing that he could beat 

authority. 

Doing Away with 

Government 

Edward Snowden (2013) is wanted 

by the US Government for an 

alleged leaking of secret information.

Disregard Personal Data
Facebook/Meta (2021) made a public 

enemy by allowing data of its users 

misused in the political campaign.
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Despite the cyber-environment filled with intangibles, 

yet there are specific individuals in front of the 

screen. Artificial intelligence is only effective as 

much as it is being controlled and programmed by 

human beings. So, the same norms and rules are 

Offline or Online, people are the object of 

interactions!

Cyberspace abuses result in loss of money, damage of 

reputation, fear of harms, mental and physical pains, as 

well as threats to safety. Often the victims are children 

or the less technology-savvy citizens.

Offline or Online, the effects are real!

“What is Illegal Offline is Illegal Online”
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Diverse Dimensions of Cyber Law

PROCEDURAL LAW

Electronic evidence, surveillance, 

interception, data management, digital 

forensic, etc.

COMMERCIAL LAW DIMENSION

Sale of goods, Provision of services, 

Product liability, Consumer protection, 

Dispute resolution mechanism, 

Payment mechanism, etc.

PRIVATE LAW DIMENSION

Contract Law, Property law, Personal 

data and privacy, Family law, etc.

PUBLIC LAW DIMENSION

Constitutional law, Administrative law, 

Human rights, Freedom of information, law 

enforcement, Criminal justice system, 

Environmental protection, Security law, etc.
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UU No. 11/2008 tentang ITE

LANDASAN 

FILOSOFIS

Why 

We 

Have it?

LANDASAN 

SOSIOLOGIS

LANDASAN 

YURIDIS

Pembangunan 

Teknologi Informasi

dapat dilakukan

secara optimal, merata, 

dan menyebar ke

seluruh lapisan

masyarakat guna

mencerdaskan

kehidupan bangsa;

You can simply 

impress your 

audience and add a 

unique zing and 

appeal to your 

Presentations. Easy 

to change colors, 

photos and Text. 

You can simply 

impress your 

audience and add a 

unique zing and 

appeal to your 

Presentations. Easy 

to change colors, 

photos and Text. 
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The Fundamentals

Al-An’am (VI): 152

An-Nahl (XVI): 90

ISLAM AND JUSTICE

01

Al-Hadid (LVII): 25

Al-A’raf (VII): 85

GOVERNANCE AND THE 

GOVERNMENT – ADMINISTRATION 

OF JUSTICE03

An-Nisa (IV): 58

Hud (XI): 85

LAW AND SOCIETY

02

The preservation of Faith, Life, Intellect, 

Lineage and Wealth

MAQASID SHARIAH

04
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Information Society in Muslim’s Perspective

Today’s richest companies source their wealth 

from their digital and information assets!

THE VALUES OF INFORMATION/DATA

The future war is a cyber war, the battleground 

is the cyberspace, and the victory goes with the 

‘datahaves’, not the ‘dataless’!

TECHNOLOGY CREATES POWER,

POWER NECESSITATES RESPONSIBILITY

Reflects the Prophet’s metaphor of Muslims as 

one body system. If one organ feels pain, the 

rest will too.

INFORMATION SYSTEM A NECESSITY 

IN ISLAM

In the next decade, most decision makers are 

digital migrants!

RULERS, LIKE PROPHETS, TO SPEAK THE 

LANGUAGE OF PEOPLE

All goes down to be recorded, reported, audited 

and to be responded to.

CYBERSPACE IS NOT A LAWLESS 

VACUUM
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The Values of Information in Islam

Data as Trust

An-Nisa (IV): 58

Data as Enabler

Al-Baqarah (II): 31

Data as Power Source

Az-Zumar (XXXIX): 9

“Data is made up 

of facts and information 

without context. If you 

give data context, then 

you have information. 

Knowledge is gained 

when information is 

consumed and used 

for decision making.”

Data makes Information;

Information makes Knowledge;

Knowledge makes Wisdom.
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َمآءَََءاَدمَََوَعلَّمََ َسأ ئَِكةََِعلَىَضُهمَأَعرََثُمََُّكلََّهاٱْلأ
ٓ َملَ  أَۢنبِـُٔونِىفَقَالََٱلأ

َمآءَِ ُؤََلٓءَِبِأَسأ ٓ ِدقِينََُكنتُمَأإِنَه  َص 
Al-Baqarah: 31

تَِويَهلَأقُلَأ لَُمونََالَِّذينََيَسأ لُواَذكَّرَُيَتََإِنََّمايَعألَُمونَََلََِذينَََوالََّيَعأ أُوأ

َلأبَابَِ اْلأ
Az-Zumar: 9 

(2:31) Then Allah taught Adam the names of all things 

and presented them to the angels and said: “If you are 

right (that the appointment of a vicegerent will cause 

mischief) then tell Me the names of these things.

(39:9) … Ask them: “Are those who know 

equal to those who do not know?” Only those 

endowed with understanding take heed.
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ََمانَ َتَُؤدُّواَاْلأ َأَنأ أُمُرُكمأ ََيَأ ََّللاَّ تُمَأإِنَّ ِلَهاََوإَِذاََحَكمأ َأَهأ َبَيأَنَاِتَإِلَى 

ََ ََّللاَّ ِلََۚإِنَّ ُكُمواَبِالأعَدأ َتَحأ ََالنَّاِسَأَنأ ََّللاَّ َبِِهََۗإِنَّ اَيَِعُظُكمأ ََكاَنََنِِعمَّ

بَِصيًراَسِميعًاَ
AN-NISA’ : 58

(4:58) Indeed, Allah commands you to return trusts to their 

rightful owners;1 and when you judge between people, 

judge with fairness. What a noble commandment from Allah 

to you! Surely Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing..



Prophet-guided Information Governance

 Info Dissemination: Emphasis on accuracy and clarity

 Info Gathering: Assigns specialist to gather espionage 

 Info Management: Appoints secretaries among Companions

 Info Confidentiality: Classified info on the subject matter and 

criticality, eg. Warfare affairs, Hijra plan, identities of 

munafiqun.

 Respects Privacy: Prohibits private surveillance

 Info Authenticity: Uses special seal

 Info Verification: Emphasises on Tabayyun
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The Qur’anic Advisory 

On Personal Data Protection

QS. Al-Hujurat: 6

Importance of Verification

Q.S. Al-Hujurat: 12

Rule against Surveillance

Q.S. An-Nur: 58-59

Territorial Privacy

Q.S. Al-Hujurat: 11

Communications Privacy

Q.S. An-Nisa: 58

Keeping Secrets
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Why Muslim Lawyers Need to Learn Cyber Law

Cyberspace is the 

battleground of 

ideas

Cyberspace is a 

wealth-generating

medium

Cyberspace is a 

neutral space for 

everyone

Cyberspace is 

abused because 

it is left out by 

good people
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THE WIDTH OF 
CYBER LAW 
ISSUES

THE 
FUNDAMENTAL

• UNDERSTANDING THE INTERNET: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE TRENDS

• INTERNET GOVERNANCE: ACTORS, ROLES AND INTERACTION

• INTERNET INTERMEDIARIES: ROLE & RESPONSIBILITY

• E-COMMERCE & CONSUMER PROTECTION

CONTENTIOUS 
ISSUES

• INTERNET CONTENT REGULATION

• CYBER CRIME AND CYBER TERRORISM

• DATA GOVERNANCE: PROPERTY, PRIVACY AND SECURITY

• FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

• IPR IN CYBERSPACE

• DIGITAL RIGHTS

EMERGING 
ISSUES

• BIG DATA & PRIVACY

• ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & AUTOMATED JUSTICE

• BLOCKCHAIN & SMART CONTRACT

• ENCRYPTION AND LAW

• DIGITAL GOVERNANCE (E-GOVERNMENT, E-ELECTION, E-JUDICIARY)
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Do not follow that of which you have 

no knowledge. Surely the hearing, the 

sight, the heart - each of these shall 

be called to account

(Al-Isra’, Chap. 17:36)

السَّْمَعِإنَِّعْلٌمِبِهَلَكَلْيَسَماَتْقُفوال

َعْنُهَكاَنُأوَلِئَكُكلَُّواْلُفَؤاَدَواْلَبَصَر

َمْسُئوال
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